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GENERALIZED ARTIN'S CONJECTURE 
FOR PRIMITIVE ROOTS AND CYCLICITY MOD p 
OF ELLIPTIC CURVES OVER FUNCTION FIELDS 

DAVID A. CLARK AND MASATO KUWATA 

ABSTRACT. Let k = Fqbe a finite field of characteristic p with q elements and let 
K be a function field of one variable over k. Consider an elliptic curve E defined over 
K. We determine how often the reduction of this elliptic curve to a prime ideal p is 
cyclic. This is done by generalizing a result of Bilharz to a more general form of Artin's 
primitive roots problem formulated by R. Murty. 

1. Introduction. Let k - F^ be a finite field of characteristic p with q elements and 
let AT be a function field of one variable over k. We consider an elliptic curve E defined 
over K. Let p be a prime ideal in K. The reduction of E, denoted by Ëp, is defined over 
the residue field kp, which is a finite extension of F^. It is well-known that Ëv(kp) is a 
finite abelian group of the form 

Ep(kp) = Z/wjZ® Z/miZ, rri2 \ m\, P J[mi> 

{cf. [Si, Chapter III Corollary 6.4], for example.) In this note we study how often the 
group Ep(kp) becomes cyclic. In [S2] Serre raised the same question for elliptic curves 
over Q, and following Hooley's work [Ho] on Artin's primitive root conjecture, he 
showed that the density of such prime numbers is non zero, assuming the Generalized 
Riemann Hypothesis (GRH). Gupta and Murty [GM2] removed the GRH and proved 
that the number of primes p < x for which Ë(¥p) is cyclic is ^> xj log2 x so long as E 
has a non-rational 2-torsion point. 

As for Artin's conjecture for primitive roots, before Hooley [Ho] proved it under GRH, 
Bilharz [B] proved its analogue for function fields of one variable over finite fields. He, 
too, assumed the GRH at the time, but the GRH for function fields was subsequently 
proved by Weil [W]. 

In this note we prove an analogous result for elliptic curves defined over a function 
field K over a finite field by generalizing Bilharz's result to a more general form of 
Artin's problem formulated following R. Murty [M]. 

Let Km be the smallest extension of K in which all the m-torsion points of E are 
defined. Our main result is: 
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THEOREM 1.1. The Dirichlet density è of the set of prime ideals p such that E mod p 
is cyclic is given by 

fi(m) 

(m.p)=\ [Km • K\ 

In [LT] Lang and Trotter posed the following question: Let E be an elliptic curve 
defined over Q and P be a rational point of infinite order in E. What is the density of 
prime numbers p for which the group E(¥p) of rational points mod/? is generated by 
the reduction of Pmod/?? This is an obvious generalization of Artin's conjecture for 
primitive roots. Once again, this question has an obvious analogue for elliptic curves 
over function fields. Since £modp must be a cyclic group to be generated by a single 
element, our result is a first step toward answering this question. In Section 4 we discuss 
this question further. 

The authors would like to thank Professor R. Murty for suggesting this problem to us 
and for useful conversations. 

2. Generalization of Bilharz's result. In this section we will generalize Bilharz's 
result in [B] in view of application to our problem. 

Let k = F^ be a finite field of characteristic p with q elements. A function field of one 
variable over k is a field K that satisfies: 

(1) the transcendence degree of K/k is 1; 
(2) K is finitely generated over k; and 
(3) k is algebraically closed in K. 
Let K be a function field of one variable and ? be a family of finite Galois extensions 

of K. Denote by L(f) the lattice of fields spanned by J. Let M be a set of prime ideals 
in K. We say that the Dirichlet density of M exists if the limit 

linv-»i+0g(,s, M) = liny^i+o EVeM^P~s 

EpintftfP"5 

exists. We call this limit the Dirichlet density of M and denote it by 8{M). 
The generalized Artin s problem is to determine the density of primes that do not 

split completely in any of the fields in L(!F) for a given family J . If we take J -
{QCA/Ï", y/â)}t prime for a given a G Q, we obtain the original Artin's primitive roots 
problem. Bilharz solved this problem for J = {K(\f\, \/â)}t. prime,tyP- m t n e following 
we will generalize his result. 

Let AT be a function field of one variable over a finite field k = ¥q and J - {Ku}uG^ 
be a countable family of Galois extensions of K. Let kv be the algebraic closure of k in 
Kv. Define n(y) - [K}/ : K] and c(y) = [ku : k]. Let g(Ku) be the genus of Kv. For a set 
of positive integers / = {i/\,..., i/r}, we define Kj to be the compositum K1/{ • • • KVr. We 
define the Môbius function for / by \i{J) - (— 1)'7L With this notation we can state our 
main result. 

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the following conditions hold for the family J = 

{ /̂/]veN-
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(2) E ~ , — ^ - r < c», and 
c(u)q2 

(3) There exists a constant C such that g{K}/) < C ^ for all v. 
Let M be the set of prime ideals in K that do not split completely in any of the fields in 
L(f). Then the Dirichlet density of M exists and is given by 

PROOF. If F is a Galois extension of K, we define (F) to be the set of prime ideals in 
K that split completely in F. In this notation (K) stands for the set of all prime ideals in 
K. We set Mn = ri/<«[(^) ~~ C^)]- Then, on the one hand, we have M = lim„_̂ oo Mn. On 
the other hand, 

A/„ = ( * ) - £ ( * „ ) + £ (KUlK1/2)- . . .+( - iy( t f f / I . . Kl/n) 
v<n i/\<i/2<n 

= £ MM) 
/C{ !....,«} 

Thus 

S(s, M) = lim 6(s, M.) = £ / * ( # , (*/)) • 

Our task now is to prove that we can exchange the two limits linv^i+o and lim^oo. 
Consider the zeta function ofK/k: 

1 as,K/k)-n(i--y. 
PEW v W 

Taking the logarithm, we have 

1 
iogt(s,K/k)=-Y: E 

m=\ pe(K) mNpms 

Since the first term is the dominant part near s = 1, we can rewrite the définition of the 
Dirichlet density as follows. 

lim 6(s,M)= lim ^^U(mNp«T> = l i m ^ ^ f T ' 

Suppose that a prime ideal p in K splits completely in K„; i.e., 

p = V\---$lKvy, N^=Np. 

Then we have 

oo J J oo J J 

degV=l 
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Thus we have 

S(, (K \\ = E "= ' S W ^ P T ' < 1 loggs,K„/k,.) 

Since M„ D M and Mn\M C T,„>„(K„), it suffices to show that the series 

logC(.S, £,,/*!/) 
logCC*,*/*) 

converges uniformly in 1 < s < SQ for some so. 
The zeta function for a function field of one variable over a finite field can be written 

as ((s, K/k) = Z(q~s,K/k)9 where 

lit K/k) 2g^ i 
ZC' */*> = n ,vi A' L(<>*/*) = IT (1 - " / ' ) , k | = q-. 

U ~~ «A1 — W (=1 

From this it follows that 

Vn(v) 
log C(s, £,,/£«/) 

logCfc,*/*) Ç«M 
log Ifor**"), *„/*„) 

log^K/k) 

log(l -sc(p) Xi , ( i - i « i ' ) "') 
log «*,*/*) 

where &„(<¥) is a rational function field with coefficients in kv. It is easy to see that the 
quantity 

|logC(j,k(X)/*)| 
log <(*,*/*) 

converges as s —» 1+0 . Thus, it follows from the condition (1) that the second term 
converges. To prove the convergence of the first term, we first observe that for s > 1 

«r*x/w-'fî(i-«,-«){s;;+r.îC,.tn+*"* 
i=i [ > (1 - q 2 Yg{Ku) > (1 - q 

Here, we used the condition (3) to have the last inequality. Since 

m^Cn(v)/c(i<) 

±1 \Cn(v)/c(v)^ 

and 

we have 

0 < - log( l -q-^) < -^—q-^ < 4 < T ^ , 
qi - \ 

\\0gL{q-s*\K]jK)\<4Cn^. 
c(u) 

In the meantime, since Ç(s,K/k) has a pole at s = 1, there exists a constant C for any 
so > 1 such that 

0<, J rl*<C! forl <*<*)• XogCis^K/k) 
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From all these we have 

1 logLfo-'*'),*,) 
«(i/) logÇfrK/k) 

<4CC' 
c(y)q 2 

The sum of the right hand side for all v converges by the condition (2). This completes 
the proof of the theorem. • 

3. Elliptic curves over a function field. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over K. 
Suppose that they-invariant of E is non constant. Let Km be the smallest Galois extension 
of K in which the w-torsion points are defined. We define 7 = {Ki}Lprime^p. Note that 
the field Kp is is excluded because the p-torsion part of £modp is always cyclic. The 
group ^modp is cyclic if and only if p does not split completely in any of the fields 
in L(!F). In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we will show that the family 7 satisfies the 
conditions for Theorem 2.1. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Let y be an indeterminant variable. Consider an elliptic 
curve Ej defined over ¥q(j) whose y-invariant coincides with j . Igusa [I] determined 
the Galois group and the ramification of the extension ¥q(J)i/¥q(j). For simplicity, we 
assume p > 5. The proof for the cases p = 2, 3 is essentially the same. For details, see 
[I]. When/? > 5, we have 

Gal(F (7( />/F,(/'))^SL(2,Z/£Z), 

where F^ is the algebraic closure of ¥q. Also, the extension ¥q(j)i/¥q(j) is tamely 
ramified. 

Equating the indeterminant j and the y-invariant of E/K9 we can regard K as an 
extension of ¥q(J). Since Ki is the compositum of A' and ¥q(j)i, we have 

n(l) = | Gal(tf,/*)l > \Gal(Fq(j)t/FqQJ)\/[K : ¥q(j)] > \ SL(2, Z/tZ)\/[K : ¥q(j)] 

= l(l-W + l)/[K:¥q(j)]. 

This proves the condition (1). 

Since the Weil pairing on the torsion group is equivariant with the Galois action, Ki 
must contain the £th roots of unity. Thus, we have c(£) = [k^ : k] > [k(\/ï) : k], and the 
last quantity equals I — 1 for almost L This proves the condition (2). 

Since ¥q(j)i/¥q(j) is tamely ramified, so is K^/K. Hence, the condition (3) follows 
immediately from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. This concludes the proof of Theo
rem 1.1. • 

4. A remark on the Lang-Trotter conjecture. Let P be a AT-rational point of E. 
P generates the group Emodp if and only if the Artin symbol (~r—J does not belong 
to a certain set S^ for all prime numbers l (cf. [LT]). In order to answer the question 
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posed by Lang and Trotter, we have to generalize the formulation of Artin's problem in 
Section 2 even further. 

Consider the family ?{(&„, S,,)}^^, where Kv is a Galois extension of K and Sv is 
a union of conjugacy classes in Gal(A^/AT). Define K[ and Sj for / = {v\,..., i/r} in an 
obvious way. Define s(y) to be the number of elements in Su and c(i/) to be the same 
as in Section 2. Denote the Frobenius element of Ga\(k/k) by <j>. Let a(i/) be a positive 
integer such that 

res*, r = res^ </>a(//) 

for every r G S,,. With these notations, we can generalize our result in Section 2 as 

follows. 

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the following conditions hold for the family 7 = 

{(Ar;/,^)}//GN-

0) E™, *$ < oo, 

r-2; E~ , - ^ i b < oo, a«</ 
c(l/)^2 

(3) 77zere exists a constant C such that g(Kv) < C^ for all v. 

( K IK \ 
-—-) does not belong 

to Su for all v. Then the Dirichlet density of M exists and given by 

WO = E m\s,\ 
[K,:K\ 

If we take S}/ = {id}, we recover our original result. In that case we have a(i/) = c{v). 
Unfortunately, in our present situation, S„ contains enough elements to reduce a(y) to 1 
(cf [LT]). Thus we can not prove the condition (2). Fried and Jarden [FJ] give a slightly 
better error estimate for the Cebotarev density theorem, but their estimate still depends 
on a(v). Hence, at the present time, we are not able to prove the existence of the density. 
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